Color Survey
Instructions: Below are ten (10) incomplete statements that describe people. Each statement has four (4) possible
endings. Give four (4) points to the phrase that is "most like you," three (3) points to the phrase that is "next most
like you," two (2) points to the phrase that is "occasionally like you," and one (1) point that is "least like you." After
taking the survey, follow the scoring instructions at the end of the page.
1. I like to:

8. I have a great need (desire) to be:

a. make quick decisions and impact people around me

a. free and spontaneous

b. think about questions people don't usually ask and

b. competent and logical

c. show empathy for the needs of others

c. accepted and appreciated by others

d. have others depend on me

d. in control of my surroundings

2. The best way for someone to show me they love me is:

9. When I am feeling discouraged, I most often:

a. to surprise me with something

a. become defiant and rude

b. to allow me to be myself

b. withdraw or become sarcastic

c. to spend time with me; talking, listening, and sharing

c. cry or feel sad

d. to do the things I've asked them to do

d. feel a lot of self-pity

3. In a relationship, I like to provide:

10. In a social situation with friends or colleagues, I usually:

a. excitement and variety

a. have fun and enjoy it

b. objectivity and independence

b. talk quietly with one or two people

c. love and compassion

c. make sure others are happy, accepted, and are having

d. stability and security

d. pitch in and do what is needed to ensure a successful

4. I like to:
a. be impulsive and act freely
b. provide competent/intelligent input
c. help maintain a sense of harmony and togetherness

Scoring directions:
Add up the numbers for each letter and place the sum in the
corresponding boxes --

d. be responsible and dependable

5. The quality of strength I can be counted on to display is::

A

B

C

D

a. Courage
b. intelligence
c. understanding

Your highest score indicates your primary or brightest
color --

d. responsibility

6. When I look at things around me, I seek:

My brightest color is:

a. excitement
b. the reasons why/explanations

My secondary color is:

c. peace and harmony
d. order and structure

7. People who know me best would say I am:
a. zealous and competitive

My tertiary color (a
color produced by
mixing two secondary
colors) is:

b. reserved and methodical
c. emotional and sensitive to feelings

My palest color is:

d. dedicated and traditional
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